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Abstract 

Marine oil spills can be remediated by mechanical skimmers in calm waters, but performance degrades with increased wave height. We 
have developed and demonstrated a system that quantifies local wave characteristics with an uncertainty of four inches of heave. Our system 

is intended for the measurement of wave characteristics during oil spill recovery. It conveys this information to coordinators and responders 
in real time via WiFi and remote reporting through a satellite network. This information will allow for enhanced situational awareness during 
an oil spill response, assisting stakeholders and optimizing mechanical skimming operations. Our wave characterization module (WCM) uses 
accelerometer outputs from a very small inertial measurement unit (IMU) to generate wave statistics and calculate wave characteristics. It 
is configured such that a WCM can either be attached to a skimmer float or incorporated into a microbuoy. Wave height and period are 
transmitted via WiFi and/or a satellite-enabled mesh-grid network to a cloud-hosted geographic information system (GIS). Here, we discuss 
the bare-bones sensors-plus-algorithm approach we developed by using spring-mass systems to approximate the wave height and period 
regime of interest. We then describe open water tests carried out using that development system both mounted to a weir skimmer mockup 
and packaged in a microbuoy. Finally, we present controlled tests in the wave tank at Ohmsett, the National Oil Spill Response Test Facility 
in New Jersey, with the WCMs communicating the wave characteristics via WiFi to tankside laptops and via satellite to the cloud-based 
GIS. Snapshot determinations of wave height calculated using the scalar magnitude of the three-axis accelerometer in the IMU were within 
four inches of the benchmark wave measurement system at Ohmsett. 
© 2018 Shanghai Jiaotong University. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

Marine oil spills can rapidly be contained by booms and
remediated by mechanical skimmers. However, these are most
effective in calm waters [1] with performance dropping off
with increased wave height and decreased wave period [2,3] .
Although much of this technology is mature, a variety of re-
search is underway to develop and evaluate improved oil re-
covery technology [4,5] . Legacy sea-state monitoring systems
with large discrete instrumentation packages provide decades
of work refining algorithms which interpret sensor output that
can be effectively leveraged. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: hinders@wm.edu (M.K. Hinders). 
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There are a number of free-form buoy devices available
n the market that have various sensors and communicate
heir data remotely. The iSphere and Argosphere communicate
oth their location and the sea surface temperature [6] . Buoys
ith wave characterization capabilities include the Seawatch
uoys from Fugro OCEANOR [7] , the Waverider buoys from
atawell BV [8] , and the TRIAXYS buoys from AXYS Tech-
ologies [9] . The TRIAXYS g3 Wave Sensor provides numer-
us wave parameters and typical wave statistics features. The
ajority of these buoys are over 0.5 m in diameter and em-

loy moorings, requiring special equipment to deploy. The
ini Directional Waverider GPS by Datawell [10] has the

apacity for satellite communication and uses GPS to charac-
erize wave movements. As they are highly sensitive to lat-
ral movement, these buoys require an additional external an-
enna to determine wave height accurately. A recent review
f measurement platforms for sea surface elevation, especially
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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ccelerometer buoys, can be found in [11] , and in [12] , eleven
latforms for measurement of spectral wave parameters are
ompared. There is also work underway around the world to
evelop small buoys for measurement of wave characteristics
13,14] and tracking oil spills [15,16] using GPS and satellite
ommunication. 

Wearables are the current leading edge of the Internet of
hings with an increased emphasis on battery-charge life de-
pite the imperative to include more sensing capability. The
ey enablers are tiny, low-power sensor hubs which fuse
he inputs of several different types of microelectromechani-
al systems (MEMS) sensors, such as accelerometers, gyro-
copes, and magnetometers, all without engaging the main
rocessor and thereby reducing power consumption by up to
5%. This recent proliferation of highly capable, but small
nd low power, MEMS sensor hubs now makes it feasible
o implement a very low cost WCM for buoys, skimmers,
ooms and the like in order to provide highly accurate and
yper-localized measurements of wave characteristics in real
ime during oil spill remediation. 

The goal of our work was to develop a system that quan-
ifies local wave characteristics with an uncertainty of four
nches of heave. Our system is intended for the measurement
f wave characteristics during oil spill recovery. It conveys
his information to coordinators and responders in real time
ia WiFi and remote reporting through a satellite network.
his information will allow for enhanced situational aware-
ess during an oil spill response, assisting stakeholders and
ptimizing mechanical skimming operations. 

Previous work has created a family of devices and appli-
ations based on a successful geo-referencing identification
GRID) tagging system for the autonomous and long-term
lobal tracking of remote assets without the need for local
nfrastructure [17] . The WCMs described here augmented the
atest generation of these GRID and satellite-enabled GRID
GRIDSAT) tags with integrated IMUs, containing three-axis
ccelerometers to measure wave characteristics, and associ-
ted microcontroller units (MCUs), with wave characteriza-
ion algorithms to record, interpret and report wave data. The

CMs are designed to be mounted on commercially available
echanical skimmers to measure wave characteristics during

il spill response and recovery operations, providing quanti-
ative feedback to operators and stakeholders. 

The WCM uses accelerometer outputs from a very small
MU to calculate wave statistics, and is configured such that
 WCM can be either attached to a skimmer float or incor-
orated into a microbuoy. Wave height and period are trans-
itted via WiFi and/or a satellite-enabled mesh-grid network

o a cloud-hosted geographic information system (GIS). In
his paper, we discuss the bare-bones sensors-plus-algorithm
pproach we developed by using spring-mass systems which
pproximate the wave height and period regime of interest.
e then describe open water tests carried out using that devel-

pment system both mounted to a weir skimmer mockup and
ackaged in a microbuoy. Finally, we present controlled tests
n the wave tank at Ohmsett with the WCMs communicat-
ng the wave characteristics via WiFi to tankside laptops and
ia satellite to the cloud-based GIS. Snapshot determinations
f wave height calculated using the scalar magnitude of the
hree-axis accelerometer in the IMU were within four inches
f the benchmark wave measurement system at Ohmsett. 

. Algorithm development 

.1. Wave characterization 

An ocean wave is a flow of energy traveling from its
ource, carried by the water. Therefore, anything floating on
op of a wave, such as a buoy, moves in an elliptical rise-
nd-fall pattern [18] . This allows us to measure wave eleva-
ion from the surface of the ocean. A WCM-Buoy or WCM
ttached to a skimmer floating on the ocean’s surface can
e equipped with an accelerometer to measure its movement
rom crest to trough, which corresponds to the same move-
ent of the wave at that particular point. 
The sea surface is a superposition of waves of varying

eights and periods moving in differing directions. Although
imple sinusoidal motions can be readily analyzed by ele-
entary methods, their regularity does not approximate the

ariability of ocean waves. When the wind blows and the
aves swell in response, a wide range of heights and peri-
ds is developed, so at a fixed location in the ocean, the wave
ignals that a WCM outputs will be irregular. Though individ-
al waves could be identified, there will always be significant
ariability in height and period from wave to wave. Thus, it
s necessary to treat the characteristics of the sea surface in
tatistical terms [19–24] . 

We employ a modern machine-learning approach to en-
ure that the WCM can accurately output wave height for
 variety of real-world situations. In some cases, like sim-
le swell, the basic wave parameters would be straightfor-
ard to extract from the IMU sensor data. However, once the
CM is attached to a piece of equipment, the actual mo-

ion will be modified by the interaction of that equipment
ith the wave. This means that somewhat different IMU sig-
al features need to be exploited, but a machine-learning ap-
roach is sufficiently robust to accommodate this. Moreover,
e can also interpret complex wave fields where a simple
ne-dimensional wave model would fail. Rather than specify-
ng IMU signal features that correlate with simple wave prop-
rties a priori , our approach is to train the algorithms with
ockup and open-water wave data and then load the optimal

eature set into the firmware. This will allow new situations
nd equipment to be incorporated in the future without mod-
fying the WCM hardware. 

The ocean surface is composed of a combination of wave
omponents individually generated by the wind in different
egions of the ocean propagating to the point of observa-
ion. Complex wave distributions are difficult to obtain in ex-
licit form from a random wave model, but numerical algo-
ithms based on the regression approximation work well. This
ethod of calculating wave distributions is the only known
ethod that gives correct answers valid for general spectra.
e selected the Wave Analysis for Fatigue and Oceanogra-
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Fig. 1. WCM-embedded software development platform used for algorithm 

development and testing, provided by Evigia Systems, Inc. of Ann Arbor, 
MI. Evigia fabricated several pre-prototype WCMs for embedded software 
development and component testing, including WiFi and Bluetooth versions 
for further local wireless communication evaluation, testing the wireless pro- 
tocols and data transfer via tablets and laptops. The most important enabler 
from the embedded software development platform was the ability to stream 

raw data from the IMU to develop and refine the wave characterization algo- 
rithms in parallel with the full design and fabrication of the WCM, WCM-Sat, 
and WCM-Buoy. 
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phy (WAFO) toolbox, a third-generation package of MAT-
LAB routines for statistical analysis and simulation of ran-
dom waves, to calculate the distributions of wave character-
istics from observed power spectra of the sea as measured by
the WCM. WAFO provides a comprehensive set of validated
computational tools for statistical analysis of random waves
and a marine structure’s responses to them [25] . In a random
wave model, the distribution of wave characteristics, such as
wave period and crest-trough wave height, can be calculated
with high accuracy for almost any spectral type. 

Through decades of time-series measurements of natural
sea states, some statistical estimates of simple parameters
have become standard in the literature. See, for example, Part
II, Chapter 1 of the Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM), pub-
lished by the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ Coastal
and Hydraulics Laboratory as posted by the University of Cal-
ifornia, San Diego [26] . The most important of these param-
eters is the significant wave height, Hsig, which is the mean
of the largest third of waves recorded during the sampling pe-
riod. This statistical measure corresponds to the wave height
estimates made by experienced observers, because humans do
not notice all of the small waves that pass by, but rather focus
on the larger, more noticeable peaks. Since ocean conditions
are constantly changing, measurements like significant wave
height are necessarily short-term statistics calculated for time
windows of approximately half an hour. Other wave param-
eters like average wave period can also be used to describe
natural sea states, but these basic wave features ultimately
give limited information about wave characteristics and be-
havior. Fortunately, physical oceanographers have developed
analysis methods that give appropriately complete measures
of ocean waves. From the CEM: 

“Mathematically, spectral analysis is based on the Fourier
transform of the sea surface. The Fourier transform al-
lows any continuous, zero-mean signal—like a time-series
record of the sea surface elevation—to be transformed into
a summation of simple sine waves. These sine waves are
the components of the sea state, each with a distinct height,
frequency, and direction. In other words, the spectral anal-
ysis method determines the distribution of wave energy
and average statistics for each wave frequency by convert-
ing the time series of the wave record into a wave spec-
trum. This is essentially a transformation from the time-
domain to the frequency-domain, and is accomplished most
conveniently using a mathematical tool known as the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). 

The spectral approach indicates what frequencies have sig-
nificant energy content, as well as the direction wave en-
ergy is moving at each frequency. A wave spectrum can
readily be plotted in a frequency vs. energy density graph,
which can provide important information about a wave
sample and the corresponding ocean conditions.”

To determine the wave characterization information sent to
the user, the WCM uses the onboard IMU and sensor MCU
to record and process the raw data. The IMU reports the ac-
eleration and angular velocity at a sufficiently high sampling
ate to reconstruct the wave motion. During our initial lab-
ratory and field-testing, we found that the majority of the
otion of the WCM is vertical heave motion. This allowed

s to simplify the displacement calculation by using the scalar
agnitude of the three-axis accelerometer data instead of per-

orming lengthy vector calculations using the gyroscope data.
o calculate heave from the accelerometer data, we used a
ast Fourier Transform (FFT) to convert the data from the

ime domain into the frequency domain. We then filtered the
ata to isolate the wave frequencies of interest and calculated
he wave period in seconds. We divided the frequency-domain
ignal by the frequency squared, and performed an Inverse
ast Fourier Transform (IFFT) to convert the data back to

he time domain. We used this time-domain heave data with
AFO to run the spectral and statistical analysis to extract
ave characteristics. 

.2. Laboratory testing 

Testing was carried out with several different IMUs, in-
luding the WCM-embedded software development platform,
hown in Fig. 1 . We took systematic measurements first in
he lab and then in the field to refine and optimize algorithms
or the WCM platform. We mounted the sensors on several
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup using spring–mass combinations for algorithm development and verification. The hanging witness pole has markings every four 
inches, which was our performance objective. 
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pring–mass combinations to simulate ocean wave motions in
 controlled laboratory environment. Carefully chosen spring–
ass combinations gave displacements and frequencies ap-

roximating ocean waves in the region where it becomes
ecessary to decide whether to skim or disperse the oil. We
eleased the sensors from varying heights and allowed the
ystem to oscillate until little motion was evident. 

We began testing with simple harmonic motion, using a
ingle weighted spring setup to collect data. The photograph
n the left in Fig. 2 shows that mockup apparatus with the
CM mounted in a weighted basket suspended by a sin-

le spring. We released the basket from a variety of heights
nd recorded the motion with both the IMU and a GoPro
amera. The GoPro videos allowed us to note the peaks and
roughs of the WCM’s movement, which we estimated using
he witness pole hanging alongside the spring–mass system.
he witness pole was marked with four-inch bands to facil-

tate visual data collection. This visual data was compared
o the IMU data to gauge the accuracy of the WCM’s heave

alculations. u  
Once we were convinced that the heave calculations for
he simple harmonic motion were consistent with the phys-
cal heave, we progressed to a somewhat more complex ex-
eriment. We used combinations of springs and fixtures that
roduced multi-frequency responses, as one would expect
n actual wave conditions. The photograph on the right in
ig. 2 shows an example of a mockup apparatus that gave
ulti-component oscillations. Here, we mounted the WCM

n the weighted board suspended by a spring on either side.
arying both the weight and position of the basket as well
s the mounting locations of the springs allowed us to collect
 variety of data containing complex wave motion. Again,
ur visual data from the GoPro was compared to the IMU
alculations. 

Our laboratory testing confirmed that we could accurately
alculate the heave motion of both simple harmonic and com-
licated multiple-frequency motion. Calculating displacement 
sing the scalar magnitude of raw three-axis accelerometer
ata gave a close approximation of the heave. This enabled
s to simplify the algorithm and remove the need to record
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Fig. 3. Plots of wave characterization algorithm steps from acceleration to heave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Open water testing in Albemarle Sound, NC. 
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relatively battery- and memory-hungry gyroscope data, and
to ensure that WCM output will not be sensitive to the ori-
entation at which the device is mounted to oil spill recovery
equipment. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the steps in the bare-bones algorithm used
to determine the heave of the WCM. For this test, we iden-
tified the maximum displacement as approximately 35 inches
(0.9 m) from still frames of the GoPro video. Fig. 3 (a) shows
the raw z -axis accelerometer data, and Fig. 3 (b) shows the
resulting frequency spectrum after taking an FFT of the data.
The frequency data was then filtered to isolate the wave fre-
quencies and remove noise, as shown in Fig. 3 (c). We divided
the filtered data by the frequency squared and an IFFT was
taken to create the plot of the heave, displayed in Fig. 3 (d).
According to the algorithm, the maximum height was ap-
proximately 15 inches (0.39 m) and the minimum height was
approximately −19 inches (0.49 m), combining for a total
displacement of about 34 inches (0.88 m). This gives a one-
inch difference compared to the displacement noted visually
during data acquisition. 

We used the WAFO software for MATLAB to run the
standard ocean wave spectral analysis and statistics on the
heave data to calculate wave characteristics for the end user.
Once the MATLAB algorithms were finalized, they were con-
verted to C code and programmed on the sensor MCU. Using
the scalar magnitude of the acceleration removed the need
to store gyroscope data on the MCU, allowing for a higher
sampling rate and longer data collection period on the final
device. 
b  

t

.3. Open water testing: Albemarle Sound 

To collect open-water data for refining the wave character-
zation algorithms, we built a mockup weir skimmer, shown
n Fig. 4 . The skimmer mockup approximated the buoyancy
nd dynamics of a typical weir skimmer, both in terms of
he float geometry and the weight. The mockup weir skim-
er was built from modular square tubing to provide a range

f attachment points for WCMs. During testing, we attached
uckets/sandbags filled with local sand to approximate the
otal weight of a real skimmer. 
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Fig. 5. Skimmer and two WCM-Buoy deployments looking down from the 
auxiliary bridge. 
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Table 1 
Ohmsett wave settings summary. 

Test no. Date Start time Stroke (inches) CPM Wave type 

1 9/5 1:00 p.m. 18.0 18.0 Sine 
2 9/5 2:00 p.m. 18.0 20.0 Sine 
3 9/5 2:52 p.m. 7.5 35.0 Sine 
4 9/5 3:30 p.m. 7.5 35.0 Sine 
5 9/6 10:44 a.m. 18.0 18.0 Sine 
6 9/6 11:23 a.m. 18.0 18.0 Sine 
7 9/6 12:00 p.m. 18.0 20.0 Sine 
8 9/6 2:45 p.m. 12.0 30.0 Sine 
9 9/6 3:33 p.m. 12.0 30.0 Sine 
10 9/6 4:03 p.m. 6.0 40.0 Sine 
11 9/7 12:10 p.m. 6.0 40.0 Sine 
12 9/7 12:53 p.m. 12.0 30.0 Chop 
13 9/7 2:48 p.m. 12.0 30.0 Chop 
14 9/7 3:33 p.m. 3.0 35.0 Chop 
15 9/7 4:01 p.m. 3.0 35.0 Chop 
16 9/8 9:10 a.m. 15.0 20.0 Chop 
17 9/8 10:02 a.m. 18.0 10.0 Sine 
18 9/8 10:22 a.m. 4.5 35.0 Sine 
19 9/8 10:46 a.m. 12.0 25.0 Sine (Oil applied) 
20 9/8 11:46 a.m. 7.5 35.0 Sine (Advancing) 
21 9/8 1:10 p.m. 12.0 30.0 Sine 
22 9/8 1:37 p.m. 18.0 18.0 Sine 
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A second embedded software development platform was
laced inside a buoy for streaming data collection over WiFi
o compare results. The deployed testing setup is shown in
ig. 4 . We positioned a witness pole in the water near the
kimmer mockup and periodically recorded the wave height
hile streaming raw data to the boat from both the skimmer

nd buoy. Although there was some uncertainty in our obser-
ations using the witness pole, the calculated significant wave
eights were within the four-inch performance objective. 

. Ohmsett testing and analysis 

Each piece of the system architecture, including the em-
edded software development platform, message emulators to
he WCM, satellite-enabled WCM (WCM-Sat), and WCM-
uoy, mesh networking, and local and remote reporting were
nit tested and system tested to establish the accuracy of
he reported data. The open-water tests on the Albemarle
ound were used to refine the wave characterization algo-
ithms prior to conducting full WCM system testing at Ohm-
ett in Leonardo, NJ from September 5, 2017 through Septem-
er 8, 2017 [27] . 

.1. Facility and equipment setup and configuration 

The Ohmsett wave tank is 203 m long, 20 m wide, and
.5 m deep, and is capable of creating sine waves up to one
eter high and simulating harbor chop waves [29] . Waves

re generated by varying the stroke length (inches) of the
ydraulic arms and the cycles per minute (CPM) of the stroke
ovement. WCMs, WCM-Sats, and embedded development 

latforms were secured to vertical brackets attached to a round
late mounted on a Desmi Terminator [30] weir skimmer float
rovided by Ohmsett, as shown in Fig. 5 . 

After being lowered into the water, the skimmer and
CM-Buoys were secured to the main bridge to prevent ex-

essive drift from the testing area located between the main
nd auxiliary bridges. Altimeter Banner sensors extended over
he water were used to measure the distance to the water’s
urface [28] , and a MATLAB program was used to calcu-
ate significant wave height, wavelength, and period from the
anner data. One of the auxiliary bridge sensors is shown in
ig. 5 . Table 1 summarizes the wave conditions for all the

ests performed at Ohmsett. 

.2. Data collection and analysis 

Each WCM device measured and reported wave character-
zation data. The embedded software development platform,
ounted to the skimmer and contained in a buoy, streamed

ne minute of raw data during each data collection time win-
ow. The WCM, WCM-Sat, and WCM-Buoy each calculated
nd reported wave height, wave length, and wave period. The
ata transmitted from each device via WiFi were displayed on
n iPad, stored on local memory and exported via email in
omma-separated value files with the option of a dashboard
creenshot. Data transmitted from the WCM-Sat and WCM-
uoy via satellite were stored in a MongoDB database and
isplayed on the GIS user interface. The raw gateway log
as saved to a text file with a unique URL accessible via the

nternet [27] . 
The WCM reports sea-state features of significant wave

eight, period, and wavelength to the end user. These fea-
ures are determined using one minute of three-axis acceler-
tion data to compute the surface elevation of the sea. We
erform statistical analysis on the surface elevation, using the
ATLAB WAFO software toolbox for analyzing waves [25] ,

o calculate the sea-state features. 
Significant wave height refers to the average wave height

s it would be estimated by the human eye [19] , his-
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Fig. 6. Varied significant wave height ( H m0 ) due to complex wave fields during Test 2. This plot shows the significant wave height ( H m0 ) calculation for 
the WCM buoy, the WCM mounted to the skimmer, and all three Banner locations for Test 2. Here, the Buoy is represented by the crosses, the skimmer 
is represented by the stars, the main bridge Banner is represented by the dots, the west auxiliary bridge Banner is represented by the squares, and the east 
auxiliary bridge Banner is represented by the diamonds. Here it can be seen that there is variation in the significant wave height due to location in the tank. 
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torically calculated as the average of the highest third of
the wave heights and denoted H 1/3 . Significant wave height
can also be defined as four times the standard deviation
of the wave surface or four times the square root of the
zeroth-order moment of the wave spectrum, denoted H m0 .
Both calculation methods are valid, and generally differ only
slightly. 

The MATLAB program used at Ohmsett calculates the sig-
nificant wave height using H 1/3 while the WCM reports sig-
nificant wave height using H m0 . The Ohmsett calculation re-
moves spikes that are over the maximum variation amplitude,
then sorts the peak-to-trough amplitudes and finally calculates
the mean of the top third of the data. 

We expected some difference between the raw data from
the WCM and the raw data from the Banner U-Gauge QT50U
series transducer used by Ohmsett [28] . Not only does the
Banner transducer collect readings at a different frequency,
but these readings are manipulated using H 1/3 to calculate
wave height, while the WCM is set to use H m0 . To compen-
sate for some of these inconsistencies, we analyzed the Ohm-
sett data using the statistical algorithms in WAFO to calculate
H m0 , providing some normalization between the two data sets.
We also noted variation between raw data from the WCM
and raw data from the Ohmsett Banners due to spatial differ-
ences in the locations of the devices. The reflections of the
waves from the sides of the tank created complex wave field
t different locations, so we were careful to use the Banner
eadings closest to the WCMs. 

Fig. 6 shows the significant wave height ( H m0 ) calcula-
ion for the WCM buoy, the WCM mounted to the skimmer,
nd all three Banner locations for Test 2. In the figure, the
uoy data is represented by crosses, the skimmer data is rep-
esented by stars, the main bridge Banner data is represented
y circles, the west auxiliary bridge Banner data is repre-
ented by squares, and the east auxiliary bridge Banner data
s represented by diamonds. Fig. 6 illustrates the variation
n significant wave height due to the location of each data
ollection device. 

Fig. 7 shows the significant wave height results from the
kimmer for Test 19. Similar plots for each test and each
anner location can be found in the appendix of [27] . We
sed the raw data from the east Banner transducer on the
uxiliary bridge since it was physically closest to the skim-
er during testing. The crosses represent the significant wave

eights ( H m0 ) calculated using the WCM data, while the tri-
ngles represent the significant wave height calculated sta-
istically ( H m0 ) using the Banner data. The circles show the
ave heights ( H 1/3 ) calculated using the algorithm from Ohm-

ett. We found that calculating the H m0 wave height produces
 result on average 3.5 inches higher than the wave height
enerated using H 1/3 in code from Ohmsett. The rest of our
nalysis uses the significant wave heights ( H m0 ) calculated
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Fig. 7. Significant wave height results from the skimmer for Test 19. This plot shows the significant wave heights for Test 19. The plus signs indicate the 
significant wave height ( H m0 ) calculated statistically using the raw data from the WCM. The triangles represent the significant wave height ( H m0 ) calculated 
statistically using a segment of time corresponding to the WCM data from the raw Banner data. The dots represent the wave heights calculated using the 
average of the top third wave height from the same segments ( H 1/3 ). Each data point represents a calculation of the significant wave height from approximately 
60 s of raw data. 
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Table 2 
Mean differences for all tests for each banner. 

Mean difference (inches) 

From main 
bridge Banner 

From west 
aux bridge 
Banner 

From east aux 
bridge Banner 

Skimmer 3.3 3.5 2.7 
Buoy 2.7 2.5 1.3 
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c  
sing the statistical algorithm from the east Banner on the
uxiliary bridge. 

Fig. 8 shows the difference between the significant wave
eights calculated using the WCM data and the Banner data
or Test 19. For this test, all WCM results are within the 4-
nch performance objective with the exception of a few out-
iers. Plots showing the H m0 significant wave height for each
est and Banner location are in the appendix of [27] . 

We have used the Banner data as the gold standard for
omparing our results. The Banner itself has a declared
easurement uncertainty of 0.2%, which results in approx-

mately ±0.1 inch for the wave heights that were generated.
or the measurement distances in use at Ohmsett, the ultra-
onic beam spot size of the Banner device is between one
nd two feet in diameter, which could introduce additional
ncertainty under certain wave conditions, though we did not
onsider this an issue for our tests. There is, however, some
mount of uncertainty in the way we partitioned the raw data
rom Ohmsett. To segment the data, we identified a minute of
ata collected by the WCM using the timestamp of the data
le. We located that minute, plus and minus 10 s, in the raw
ata file from Ohmsett. 

Table 2 shows the mean differences for all the tests for
ach Banner. On average, the WCM attached on the skimmer
as 2.7 inches higher and the buoy 1.3 inches higher than

he significant wave height calculated statistically using the
aw data from the east auxiliary bridge Banner. 
t  
Fig. 9 shows the mean and standard deviation of the dif-
erence between the significant wave height from the WCM
ounted on the skimmer and the east auxiliary bridge Banner

ata for each test. Differences between WCM data and data
rom the other Banners are in the appendix of [27] . 

Fig. 10 shows the mean and standard deviation of the dif-
erence between the significant wave height from the WCM
uoy and the east auxiliary bridge banner data for each test.

n both Figs. 10 and 11 , the mean of a test is represented by
he circle and the whiskers are the standard deviation of that
est. In all but a few cases, the WCM data and the Banner
ata were within 4 inches of each other. 

Again, it is important to note the spatial differences in
he locations of the devices and Banner measurement loca-
ions. The reflections of the waves from the sides of the tank
reate a complex wave field at different locations throughout
he wave tank, where each point in the tank is unique and
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Fig. 8. Test 19 WCM on skimmer versus aux East Banner. This plot shows the difference of the significant wave heights calculated for Test 19. The plus 
signs indicate the difference between the significant wave height calculated statistically using the raw data from the WCM and the significant wave height 
calculated statistically using a segment of time corresponding to the WCM data from the raw Banner data. Each data point represents a calculation from 

approximately 60 s of raw data. 

Fig. 9. WCM on skimmer mean and standard deviation by test. This plot shows the mean and standard deviation of differences in significant wave height 
for each test using the WCM attached to the skimmer. Each data point represents the mean of the difference between the significant wave height calculated 
statistically using the raw data from the WCM and the significant wave height calculated statistically using a segment of time corresponding to the WCM 

data from the raw Banner data for each test. 
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Fig. 10. WCM-Buoy mean and standard deviation by test. This plot shows the mean and standard deviation of differences of the significant wave height for 
each test using the WCM Buoy. Each data point represents the mean of the difference between the significant wave height calculated statistically using the 
raw data from the WCM and the significant wave height calculated statistically using a segment of time corresponding to the WCM data from the raw Banner 
data for each test. 

Fig. 11. Mean difference of main bridge Banner versus east aux bridge Banner. This plot shows the mean and standard deviation of differences of the significant 
wave height for each test between the main bridge Banner and the east auxiliary bridge Banner. Each data point represents the mean of the difference between 
the significant wave height calculated statistically using 80-s segments of the raw Banner data from Ohmsett. While there is small measurement error in the 
wave heights being measured by the Banner devices, there is a measurement uncertainty in the wave height due to the location of the device collecting data. 
This is due to the complex wave field generated in the tank. 
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Fig. 12. Difference between the WCM and the east auxiliary bridge Banner significant wave height calculations for Test 14. 
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experiences different wave conditions. To demonstrate this,
Fig. 11 compares the main bridge Banner sensor to the east
auxiliary bridge Banner sensor. We observe several outliners
and large standard deviations between the two Banner sen-
sors on a number of tests. A comparison of the Banners is
provided in the appendix of [27] . 

We collected raw data for one-minute at a time, with each
test averaging 14 of these one-minute rounds of data collec-
tion. The mean was computed by finding the difference be-
tween the significant wave height of the WCM and the Ban-
ner data for a given minute in the test. We then calculated the
means and standard deviations of these differences for each
test. Test 14 and Test 8 have similar mean differences be-
tween the WCM and the east auxiliary bridge Banner at 0.3
inches but have large differences in the standard deviation,
where the standard deviation for Test 14 is 2.7 inches and for
Test 8 is 8.7 inches. 

The plots in Figs. 12 and 13 explain this notable differ-
ence. Fig. 12 shows the plot of the difference between the
WCM and the east auxiliary bridge Banner significant wave
height calculations for Test 14. Fig. 13 shows the plot of the
difference between the WCM and the east auxiliary bridge
Banner significant wave height calculations for Test 8. From
these results it can be seen that there was little variation in
the significant wave height difference in Test 14, while Test
8 had a few outliers that increased the standard deviation. 

4. Discussion of results 

We used enhanced GRID and GRIDSAT tags, called wave
characterization modules, to equip and test commercially
vailable mechanical skimming units for wave characteriza-
ion with an accuracy of about 4 inches. We mounted sev-
ral WCMs and WCM-Sats on a weir skimmer along with a
ree-floating WCM-Buoy and successfully tested the system
hrough various wave types and under conditions such as si-
usoidal waves and harbor chop. Even with devices coated
n crude oil and while towing the skimmer through waves,
he system maintained successful operation and data commu-
ication. On average, data from the WCM attached to the
kimmer was 2.7 inches higher and that from the buoy was
.3 inches higher than the significant wave height calculated
tatistically using the raw data from the Ohmsett Banner. The
ccuracy of our devices throughout all wave types and testing
onditions remained within our 4-inch performance objective.

For both skimmer and buoy, the mean values furthest from
he performance objective were calculated for the waves cre-
ted by the 18-inch stroke and 18 CPM setting of the wave
enerator. This creates a large sinusoidal wave with a sig-
ificant wave height of approximately 22 inches. We believe
he discrepancy between the wave heights is due to the arti-
cial regularity of the waves in the tank. We collected train-

ng data in open water under complex conditions using both
he buoy and a mockup skimmer. The open water conditions
ere deep-water waves with a water depth of approximately
0 feet, while the water depth at Ohmsett was 8 feet. Except
n the choppy conditions, the wave tank produced sinusoidal
aves with all of the energy moving in one direction. This

reated more lateral motion of the skimmer than did the com-
lex open waves. Since we calculated wave height using the
calar magnitude of the x -, y - and z -axes, this lateral motion
nfluenced the wave height calculation. 
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Fig. 13. Difference between the WCM and the east auxiliary bridge banner significant wave height calculations for Test 8. The data point at the start of the 
test highlights the potential discrepancies when the WCM and Banner are measuring different parts of a transient wave field developing in the tank. 
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The variation observed by Ohmsett in the calculated H 1/3 

nd the height of a single wave is typically around 10–40
ercent, and in general longer periods show a larger differ-
nce. In addition to interference from reflections, constructive
nd deconstructive interference, etc., wavelengths greater than
wice the water depth (8 feet for the Ohmsett tank) experi-
nce friction on the bottom of the basin, which influences
he wave speed and profile of the waves. Harbor chop waves
lso sometimes have “hot spots” and can create higher values
nd greater variances between Banner measurement locations
uring a test run. According to Ohmsett staff, hot spots are
ikely due to the constructive/destructive interference of the
aves. For example, Test 6 (Stroke 18, CPM 18) had a signifi-

ant wave height difference between bridge Banner sensors of
ore than 7 inches for the same 1-minute time window. This

arge variance accounts for some of the large standard devi-
tions and averages seen from the skimmer-mounted WCM
nd WCM-Buoy, which were positioned between the main,
ast, and west auxiliary bridge Banner sensors. 

We conclude that the WCM, WCM-Sat, and WCM-Buoy
erformed well and were able to accurately report localized
ave conditions. As the variation observed between the main
ridge Banner and auxiliary bridge Banner sensors show,
omplex wave fields sometimes create very localized con-
itions. Our wave characterization modules demonstrate why
ocalized sensors on skimmers and around recovery areas are
ritical in making informed decisions because other methods
o access wave-field characteristics will have an uncertainty
ue to spatial variations in the waves, even if the measurement
s nearby. Future work will increase the technology readiness
 o
evel of the WCMs for use in follow-on testing during oil
ecovery exercises and emergencies. 

. Conclusion 

We developed a system that characterizes ocean waves,
everaging an existing technology with the sensors and soft-
are needed to measure wave characteristics. Testing at Ohm-

ett showed an accuracy of about 4 inches when the system
as deployed in a variety of wave types and under a range
f conditions. Successful satellite communication of data to
he cloud and GIS user interface as well as a user-friendly

obile application for local viewing of wave characteristics
or enhanced quantitative situational awareness was simulta-
eously demonstrated [27] . Both the WCM-Sat and WCM-
uoy integrate a satellite modem for global coverage and re-

iable reporting of time, location, and wave information via
 cloud-based solution to ingest and display the wave data
n an Internet browser that has an accessible and easy-to-
se GIS interface. This creates a common operating picture
or stakeholders and provides actionable intelligence at lo-
al and regional levels. Finally, we created a user-friendly
perator interface for skimmer operators. All three devices,
CM, WCM-Sat, and WCM-Buoy, have an integrated mesh

etwork radio for device-to-device communication and a WiFi
odule for direct communication to a local user in real

ime, reporting wave characterization data. A tablet applica-
ion dashboard is used to retrieve and display wave charac-
erization reports to aid in situational awareness for skimmer
perators. 
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